
BPO Meeting--September 9, 2013, 7:00 P.M. 

Call to order 

Present: Julie Valdez, Principal, Bryan Cantrill, Amy Weaver, Sarah Clipper, Leigh Reveno, 
Kim Fisher, Anne Marie Miguel, Liz Arney, Sarah Maze (??), Michele Lucas, Gina Sakhia(??), 
Jen Wilson, (Rupa Bornstein?), Patty Gish, Alex, Leslie Frankel, Andrea Swenson, Beach 
School Board Liaison, Laura Kattter, Amy Jo Goldfarb, Nicole Taylor, Sid G, Leah Kjellen, 
Lindsay Saffouri , Marisa, 

Principal’s Presentation, Julie Valdez 

Two Questions for parents to consider: what do you value in school community? And what are 
you as a parent curious about when you think about your child’s school experience?  Julie 
Valdez asked parents who were present to focus on these two questions. 

Think/Pair/Share Strategy (used by classroom teachers) 

Solicit parent feedback on those questions—individual parent discussion of what is valued and 
what parents are curious about with regard to their kids’ school experience. 

JV discussed How We Learn-Chart from Catherine Delmar Burke School in SF:Each child—who 
am I as a learner?  Growth mindset; wellness; prepare kids for analysis, self advocacy, problem 
solving. Play, personal exploration, design thinking . 

JV—took photos during school day—slideshow of back-to-school at Beach. 

School Business Update, Julie Valdez 

Donor mural—outside library created this summer by: Tracy Broback and Leigh Simkowick. 

Thirteen Piedmont K families were redirected from Beach to Wildwood, despite residence in 
Beach locality.  Proximity was the deciding factor; Piedmont School Board policy dictates how to 
decision would be made. 

Families redirected to Wildwood can ask for Intra-District Transfer at the end of the school year 
for First Grade. Gender has not been taken into consideration historically. 

Instructional Groupings for First Graders—Early vs. late instructional stagger—a number of 
factors affect which class your first grader will be.  There is overlap and heterogeneous group.  
Clusters of like learners.  Personality dynamics are a factor that is as or more important than a 
child’s reading level.   

Reading, spelling, phonics study and writing are addressed during that time.  Different 
instruction for individuals is the focus.  Learning is non—linear.  Teachers have information 
about decision on each individual child.  



Beach School entry Gates-currently operated on a timer, which is off by about 3 minutes.  They 
are supposed to be open 10 minutes before and after each drop off time.  Office should be told 
if the access is not as it is supposed to be. 

Meeting Overview and BPO President Report, Bryan Cantrill 

BeachParents.org website is where information about BPO and important Beach Parent 
Organization events 

Google calendar used on the site: BPO website and calendar can be edited by those with a 
BPO role.  Bryan and Marisa are interested in democratizing information on website.  

Parent Socials-Ongoing.  2nd Grade social was only one not scheduled, but now volunteer of 
hosting by Kim Fisher 

First Common Core Parent Education Night is 9/30/13. 

Shaping our Future Event run by PUSD will occur on 10/5/13; Beach parents encouraged to 
attend. 

Supporting Piedmont’s Education Excellence is a Collective Endeavor 

SCRIP Update-Leah Kjellen and Lindsay Saffouri 

Discussion occurred about changes in how SCRIP gifts will be provided to assistants and staff. 

Room Parents are collecting money for all staff in the school.  Around the holidays, BPO will 
provide an additional opportunity for parents to give to individuals, if parents wish to do so.  At 
that time, there will be a notice in the Wednesday Bulletin that will remind parents to go on the 
BPO website in order to give an additional gift to someone special.  Any feedback about staff 
holiday gifts should go to Lindsay and Leah. 

Grounds and Garden Update 

Volunteers still needed to help out in the garden.  Per Julie Valdez, part of the science time will 
be spent in the garden.  Tracy Broback is working on the science curriculum in addition to 3rd 
grade teaching.  Information on gardening program is available on BPO website. 

Hot Lunch Volunteers Needed, as hot lunch is 5 days per week now.  Contact Leigh Reveno 
about volunteering.   

Upcoming Events 

Pancake Breakfast and Chalk Art for Peace this coming Sunday. 

Remaining Meetings for 2013-14, scheduled for 7PM in Beach Library 

 


